
Care For Your Brain

Adapted from a blog written by Barbara Gruener for freespiritpublishingblog.com

The brain is a muscle, and it’s either getting stronger or lying dormant. 
Choose from these suggested practices to sharpen our minds, keep them engaged and increase our mental fitness.

*Complete crossword puzzles.
*Play word games like Scrabble.

*Put together jigsaw puzzles.
*Solve Sudoku puzzles.

*Balance the checkbook without a calculator.
*Renovate something.

*Start a new hobby. 
*Read self-help or inspirational material.

*Join a book club and escape in novels for fun.
*Create with your hands; knit, crochet, needlepoint or sew.

*Study a second (or third) language.
*Tap into your creative side with an Art class.

*Do science experiments.
*Spend time in the kitchen cooking or baking.

*Journal by hand in words or illustrations.
*Travel to new places or revisit former vacation stops.

*Research your ancestry.
*Learn to play a musical instrument.

*Keep a growth mindset.
*Think optimistic thoughts.



Care For Your Body
Our bodies are made to move. As such, they need adequate fuel to stay the course and not risk running on empty.

Consider these preventative measures for maintaining physical endurance and stamina.

*Drink the recommended amount of water.
*Eat foods from all of the food groups.

*Consider taking a multi-vitamin.
*Take nature hikes and soak up some sunshine.

*Power walk, run, amble or stroll routinely. 
*Join a sports team.

*Walk your dog.
*Ride your bike.

*Swim or do water resistance activities.
*Try dance lessons ~ Zumba anyone?

*Sign up for a Martial Arts class.
*Take regular brain breaks at work.

*Treat yourself to a massage.
*Nap as needed.

*Take warm baths.
*Get plenty of sleep at night.

*Let those tear ducts open and enjoy a good cry.
*Brush your teeth regularly.

*Visit the eye doctor annually.
*Schedule annual wellness visits at the doctor.



Care For Your Emotions
We all have a emotional side; it an equal one-third of the mind, body, emotions trio. But this one can be a little tricky, because it can seem a 

little less tangible than the other two. Check out these intentional strategies to feed and nourish our emotions.

*Acknowledge all of your feelings.
*Utilize healthy ways to express those feelings.
*Connect face-to-face with family and friends.

*Hang out with uplifting people.  
*Nurture caring relationships.
*Allow for mistakes, every day.

*Apologize.
*Forgive and let go.

*Try yoga stretches or poses.
*Practice mindfulness.

*Work in the yard or garden.
*Decide on and make a list of your personal values.

*Write a vision and a mission statement.
*Show gratitude in all things.

*Treat yourself to motivational movies.
*Volunteer to give back and serve.

*Laugh often and out loud.
*Read and meditate on poetry or inspirational song lyrics.

*Designate a place for solitude and restoration.
*Attend a spiritual renewal retreat.


